
Out and About.
Next time you have a walk take look 
closely at the flowers, leaves and trees 
you see around. If you have a camera 
on you take a few snaps of interesting 
things you see, or even collect a few 
leaves if its safe to.

If you have a bit of paper and a pencil 
maybe try to draw what you see, or 
you could sketch some things you 
captured in your photos if you took 
any.

Here are some photos of some things 
I saw on my walk at Beverley 
Westwood… your walk might be 
around where you live, or could even 
be the things you spot at home – its 
up to you.









If you cant get out at the moment, 
don’t worry.. Maybe you can use 
these photos as your inspiration…
did anyone spot the bull hiding in 
the bushes! Gave me quite a 
surprise! 

Have fun, stay safe – looking 
forward to seeing what you might 
come up with!



Illustration Project

We all probably have a favorite book.. I bet you can think of 
what the front cover looks like. 

Sometimes books are re-released with a new cover.. maybe to 
bring it up to date, or to engage a new audience.

Your task is to think of your favourite book and redesign the 
cover and the title. Sketch it out a few times and choose the 
one you think is your best and colour it if you can. The next 
pics are some book covers my daughter loves…if you cant 
think of any maybe you could redesign these.

What will your look like?





Black Lives Matter

• Some of you might have seen the Black Lives Matter 
marches on the news, a time when people are standing 
up for what they believe and that every single human 
being matters, no matter what.

• I’ve noticed posters in windows and people more 
openly discussing how they feel about the changes that 
still need to be made.

• Your task is to make a poster about Black Lives Matter, 
or something you are equally passionate about. On the 
next slide are some examples of posters I’ve seen 
during lockdown and also some images of the marches.



Look at these poster designs,  some are as simple as just words, some have painted 
images and words combined. Which ones do you like and why.



The hands in these posters are simple and powerful… which poster do you prefer?



Here are two 
photographs of protests 
in different parts of the 
world. If you look 
closely you can see 
people have made their 
own signs and some are 
wearing face masks.

Think about what you are 
passionate about… saving the 
planet, equality, chidren’s
rights…the list is endless.. 
make your poster to reflect 
the things you are passionate 
about or use these photos as 
a start point.


